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School background 2018–2020

School vision statement School context School planning process

Tarcutta Public School is building the future through the

provision of high quality educational opportunities for

each and every child with the aim of having 30% of
students

 in the top 2 bands for the NAPLAN results.

 We will ensure are actively engaged in meaningful,
challenging and

future–focused learning experiences to achieve and thrive

as learners, leaders and responsible, productive citizens.

We are a great community school. Our dedicated,
experienced teachers provide excellent educational
programs tailored to each student. We support students to
achieve their best. Innovative technology programs prepare
our students for their future. Our students live in the village
of Tarcutta or on properties in the surrounding area.
Tarcutta is located 48 km from Wagga, half way between
Sydney and Melbourne. Tarcutta is now bypassed by the
Hume Highway. In 2018 our student enrolment is 15.

All students strive to achieve the school’s core values of
Respect, Responsibility and Excellence with quality
teaching and learning practices evident in every classroom.
The school has a talented, caring teaching staff, who are
committed to an ethos of life–long learning. Collaborative
and collegial practices contribute powerfully to a positive
learning environment, where educational research, critical
analysis and professional dialogue are highly valued within
the school.

With a committed family spirit, the school works in close,
highly professional and strategic partnership with the
Community of Small Schools Network and Wagga Wagga
High School, to deliver innovative as well as outstanding
academic and social curricula for students across the
learning community. Students engage with a variety of
curricular activities, with specific programs for sport,
debating and public speaking. The school Stephanie
Alexander Kitchen & Garden program is highly regarded
within the community and students also enjoy performance
opportunities for dance, choir and recorder.  All school
programs and initiatives are well supported by an active
parent community and P&C.

 

 

The Tarcutta Public School planning process has been
collaborative and consultative. A review of the
Tarcutta 2015–2017 school plan was conducted by staff,
P&C and the planning committee. The school planning
team, comprised of school, parent and community
representatives established Tarcutta Public School’s
strategic directions and vision statements. A strategic
planning consultation survey examining our strengths,
weaknesses and opportunities was developed to inform
planning for the strategic directions for the 2018– 2020
cycle. 

The planning team utilised:

* evaluation of the achievements of the previous school
plan

* one on one interviews between parents and the principal

* parent surveys and information and feedback gathered
during focus groups

* student surveys

* staff surveys and consultation meetings

* evaluation of wellbeing using the Wellbeing Self
Assessment Tool.

The school community will be invited through focus groups
and surveys to contribute feedback during our annual
evaluation process to inform future directions.
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School strategic directions 2018–2020

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 1

Quality Learning

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 2

Teaching

STRATEGIC
DIRECTION 3

Wellbeing

Purpose:

To create a stimulating and engaging learning environment
underpinned by high expectations with teaching practices
to accelerate learning with a differentiated curriculum that is
flexible, reflective, relevant and dynamic to meet the
diverse needs in Literacy and Numeracy.

Purpose:

To create and grow a stimulating and engaging
professional environment for educators supported by a
positive collaborative culture that develops skilled and high
performing teachers.

Purpose:

To ensure a student centred learning environment that
nurtures, guides, challenges and motivates learners and
confident and creative individuals  who are empowered to
be successful emotionally, physically, socially and
academically contributing to a thriving community and living
well.
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Strategic Direction 1: Quality Learning

Purpose

To create a stimulating and engaging
learning environment underpinned by high
expectations with teaching practices to
accelerate learning with a differentiated
curriculum that is flexible, reflective,
relevant and dynamic to meet the diverse
needs in Literacy and Numeracy.

Improvement Measures

Literacy and Numeracy results demonstrate
that students are achieving their year
appropriate expected growth on internal
school progress and achievement data.

Raise the percentage of students in the top
two bands in NAPLAN by 8% and increase
the proportion of Aboriginal students in the
top two bands in NAPLAN by 30%.

Systematic processes will be evident
allowing teachers to track student progress.

People

Students

Develop an understanding of how they
learn best and take responsibility for their
own learning both in and out of the
classroom, understanding expectations of
their performance and what is required to
achieve their learning goals.

Staff

Develop knowledge and understanding of
content knowledge and ability to deliver
innovative programs.

Maintain accurate records, documentation
and assessment data in order to evaluate
and adjust their teaching strategies in order
to maximise their impact on student
learning.

Parents/Carers

Will be more engaged in creating a
collaborative approach to educating the
whole child in all areas through an
increased understanding and involvement
in school programs.

 

Processes

Research based pedagogy—Solid
research, through the EAfS initiative, will be
drawn upon to develop and implement high
quality professional learning in literacy and
numeracy practice

Collaborative Practice

Develop and implement collaborative
processes supporting valid teacher
judgement in the literacy and numeracy
progressions.

Evaluative Practice

Data, including learning progressions, is
updated every five weeks to inform
teaching and plan for learning.

Evaluation Plan

The leadership team will lead inquiry based
discussions around:

· Early Action for Success program

· Learning progressions

· Internal student data

· PDP–Classroom observations

· T&L Programs

– STLA minutes

 

Practices and Products

Practices

STUDENT GROWTH –

Students are aware of and most are
showing expected growth on internal
school progress and achievement data.

CURRICULUM –

Teaching and learning programs are
dynamic, showing evidence of revisions
based on feedback on teaching practices,
consistent and reliable student assessment
and continuous tracking of student
progress and achievement.

Products

STUDENT GROWTH –

The school has identified what growth is
expected for each student and students are
achieving higher than expected growth on
internal school progress and achievement
data.

CURRICULUM –

Teaching and learning programs are
dynamic, showing evidence that they are
adjusted to address individual student
needs ensuring all students are challenged
and all adjustments lead to improved
learning.
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Strategic Direction 2: Teaching

Purpose

To create and grow a stimulating and
engaging professional environment for
educators supported by a positive
collaborative culture that develops skilled
and high performing teachers.

Improvement Measures

Growth of evidence based pedagogy will
be evident in teaching and learning
programs, including differentiation and
PLPs for Aboriginal students.

Evidence of increased us of data collection
to inform teaching practice.

People

Students

Develop an understanding of how they
learn best and take responsibility for their
own learning both in and out of the
classroom, understanding expectations of
their performance and what is required to
achieve their learning goals.

Staff

Maintain accurate records, documentation
and assessment data in order to evaluate
and adjust their teaching strategies in order
to maximise their impact on student
learning.

Work collaboratively to ensure evidence
informed pedagogy aligns with current
research practices.

Parents/Carers

Engage in literacy and numeracy
information activities around assessment
and teaching strategies in order to support
their child’s learning.

Processes

Data Skills and Use

Teachers use data effectively to inform
planning, identify interventions and modify
teaching practice

Effective Practice

Teachers collaborate to share innovative
teaching practices, curriculum knowledge,
data, feedback and other information about
students to inform the development of
evidence–based programs and lessons,
through coaching and mentoring with a
focus on professional standards.

Evaluation Plan

The leadership team will lead inquiry based
discussions and data analysis around:

· What Works Best Reflection guide

· Internal student data

· PDP–Classroom observations

· T&L Programs

· PLAN2 data and five weekly assessment
data

· SCOUT data

 

Practices and Products

Practices

DATA SKILLS AND USE

The leadership team comprehensively
analyses student progress and
achievement data for insights into student
learning and discusses results with the
whole staff. All staff contribute to gathering
and analysing data.

EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM PRACTICE

Teachers are skilled at explicit teaching
techniques, assessing student learning
needs to create informed evidence–based
teaching and learning programs to meet the
needs of all students.

Products

DATA SKILLS AND USE

The learning goals for students are
informed by analysis of internal and
external data. Progress towards goals is
monitored through collection of quality,
valid and reliable data.

EFFECTIVE CLASSROOM PRACTICE

Effective evidence–based teaching
methods optimise learning progress and
students’ learning improvement is
monitored, demonstrating growth.
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Strategic Direction 3: Wellbeing

Purpose

To ensure a student centred learning
environment that nurtures, guides,
challenges and motivates learners and
confident and creative individuals  who are
empowered to be successful emotionally,
physically, socially and academically
contributing to a thriving community and
living well.

 

Improvement Measures

Increase in student satisfaction in
wellbeing.

Increase in positive behaviours displayed
across the school.

People

Students

Develop habits for learning to enable them
to be constructive citizens of the future.

Staff

Build understanding in their responsibility to
create a positive learning environment.

Understand and be committed to building
relationships that enhance all school
initiatives and processes.

Parents/Carers

Be committed to and contribute to the ethos
of the school and delivering broadening
opportunities in academic, social and
cultural goals for their children.

Processes

Wellbeing

Implement consistent wellbeing and welfare
programs that encourage decision making
and leadership at student level to develop a
sense of citizenship in the school
community.

Staff training in H2L, utilising best practice
teaching and current educational research.

Evaluation Plan

Regular evaluation by students and staff as
to the effectiveness of the programs
abilities to develop an environment where
our students can connect, succeed and
thrive.

· Kids Matter Wellbeing survey

· Parent surveys

· Wellbeing data

· Classroom observations

· Behaviour management data

· Attendance data

 

Practices and Products

Practices

PLANNED APPROACH TO WELLBEING

The school collects, analyses and uses
data including valid and reliable student,
parent and staff surveys and feedback to
monitor and refine a whole school
approach to wellbeing and engagement to
improve learning.

BEHAVIOUR

Expectations of behaviour ensure effective
conditions for learning. They are explicitly,
consistently and supportively applied
across the school.

Products

PLANNED APPROACH TO WELLBEING

The school implements evidence–based
change to whole school practices, resulting
in measurable improvements in wellbeing
and engagement to support learning.

BEHAVIOUR

Positive, respectful relationships are
evident and widespread among students
and staff and promote student wellbeing to
ensure optimum conditions for student
learning across the school.
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